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Welcome
GEN.ART was founded on a few simple beliefs
1.
2.
3.
4.

Contribute to the advancement of the generative art space
Give artists an audience for their work, and the ability to be rewarded for this work
Provide collectors with world-class generative art, with an novel minting experience
Build for the long term

Everything in this paper is geared towards achieving

We have methodically worked our way through the

these founding principles.

progressive decentralization playbook. Starting with
building a product people want, through to attracting a

It’s easy to over-complicate a problem, especially when

best-in-class participatory community, and finally

you try to be everything to everybody. We’ve

through to community ownership. All with a supporting

purposefully decided to start simple, staying close to our

model that properly incentives sustainable operations.

mission.
This is a first draft, the result of brainstorming sessions
We believe this governance structure will give solid

with members, artists, and advisors. Nothing is written in

foundations for the DAO, with the ability to evolve and

stone, and the beauty of what we’re building is that it’s

become more complex with time. As we introduce

all subject to change. We have some of the world’s best

community participation we will be focusing on fostering

thinkers within our community, and as long as we can

harmony between passive collectors, active contributors,

understand the core challenges facing us as we scale,

artists and the core team.

I’m confident we’ll be able to come up with innovative
solutions, helping set a benchmark for the next decade

From Day 1, we’ve developed GEN.ART as if it was an

within NFTs, the generative art space, DAOs and the

open source project; investing in good documentation,

blockchain.

developing in the open, offering bounties, grants and
other incentives for third-party development, and hiring
community leaders to help steward constructive and
positive participation.
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Introducing
$GENART
We believe that web3 has already ushered in a new era for

Token distribution

the internet. An era in which the users of a platform can be

10% Liquidity pool and liquidity incentives

10,000,000

37% Treasury

37,000,000

15% Team

15,000,000

20% Standard members

20,000,000

2% Gold members
10% Strategic partners
6% Marketing
Total supply
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2,000,000
10,000,000
6,000,000

the owners of a platform, and an era in which governance
and distributed cooperation can happen.
We believe that tokens are an instrument for effectively
distributing the fundamental value of a project. We’ve
taken the past few weeks to carefully consider how we
could construct a distribution that is both fair and
effective. The distribution design that we introduce
considers the core team that built the product, as well as
the users who make it useful.

100,000,000
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Decentralized
autonomous
organization

The GEN.ART DAO
$GENART token holders collectively comprise and govern
the GEN.ART DAO. This is a decentralized organization
that will oversee key platform parameters, allocate funds
from the Treasury, and vote upon proposed improvements
to the platform.
We decided to go the route of a decentralized
autonomous organization (DAO) as we believe by giving
control to the artists and the community members this will
give GEN.ART longevity.
The DAO will evolve over time through transparent selfgovernance. All changes to the GEN.ART DAO must be
voted in through $GENART governance.
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GEN.ART Improvement Proposals (GIPs) are the method
by which the community will propose upgrades and
distributions through $GENART governance. GIPs are
created by token holders and shared on the GEN.ART
governance forum. This will initially be the #governance
channel within our Discord but may evolve over time.
Once soft consensus has been reached, proposals will be
voted on using off-chain governance via Snapshot.

Initial
governance
mechanics
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Voting rules
1. To avoid nonsense GIPs, support of 0.5% of tokens is required for a GIP to move forward to vote.
a. Initially this will be determined subjectively by the team when adding votes to Snapshot and will later be
automated when possible.

2. There will be a dynamic quorum (minimum number of votes for a decision to be valid), being 20% of active tokens
a. Tokens are considered ‘active’ if they have voted on any other issue in the past 3 months.
b. A quorum is required to avoid harmful GIPs passing due to lack of interest

3. A GIP will be approved if >50% of voters vote in its favour.

4. When voting, there will be three options: yes, no and abstain.
a. Abstaining votes count towards the quorum.

5. When there is a list of options to vote on (such as selection of the artists, etc.), then the most voted answer will win.
Timeframe for each topic will be selected separately.
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Snapshot
Voting
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The core foundations of a DAO
When a proposal has been discussed on the governance forum it'll be proposed on our
snapshot page on https://gen.art.
Voting proposals on the governance Snapshot platform are currently created by the GEN.ART
team according to the discussions in the governance forum or raised by the team. Over time the
team’s administrative functions will be decentralized and/or automated.
Whenever a proposal is submitted for voting a snapshot will be taken of a user's $GENART
balance at a specific block height. That balance then represents the total amount of eligible
votes a specific user can cast for the given proposal. Voting on GEN.ART is carried out using
$GENART tokens. Anyone who holds $GENART tokens, is eligible to participate in the voting.
A one-time initial airdrop will be distributed for all members during the launch of the
governance token, in accordance with the “Token Distribution” table above. Each member who
holds a membership token will be able to claim their tokens on GEN.ART website.
The token is a read-only representation of a members’s specific involvement in the GEN.ART
ecosystem. Members can buy more tokens on Uniswap or other exchange platforms and
increase their involvement power
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Steering
Committee

Domain experts
Gold members will help form the Steering Committee. In
addition to standard membership voting topics, Gold
members will not be required to have 0.5% support to
move GIP forward to the voting stage.
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Tokenomics
Liquidity pool and liquidity incentives

10,000,000

Treasury

37,000,000

Team

15,000,000

Distribution choices being left to the DAO

Subject to 3-year straight-line vesting. The team will be able to
exercise the votes of unvested tokens, but not to transfer or sell

Standard membership

20,000,000

Gold membership

2,000,000

Strategic partners

10,000,000

the tokens.
Each standard membership will get 4,000 tokens

Each gold membership will get 20,000 tokens
Subject to 3-year straight-line vesting. Partners will not be able
to exercise the votes of unvested tokens. The team will hold
these tokens in custody until they are distributed and will not
exercise their votes.

Marketing

6,000,000

50% vesting year 1, 25% in year 2, and 25% in year 3.

Team
Granted to the GEN.ART team, who played a vital role in developing the platform and DAO. This allocation
ensures incentives are aligned between the core team and the wider community, providing a mechanism
for participation in the future governance and helping guarantee the long-term success of the platform.
Team tokens are subject to 3-year straight-line vesting. The team will be able to exercise the votes of
unvested tokens, but not to transfer or sell them. Team in the beginning will get 1,500,000 tokens and
others will be vesting over 3 years.

Treasury pool
The team will use the treasury pool as directed by the members through their vote. The treasury pool will
be used for: (1) Buying back $GENART tokens (2) buying back $GENART and burn tokens (3) Buying back
membership tokens (4) Adding to liquidity pool (5) Used to pay overall costs and artists (6) Other costs
which will be decided by the governance The treasury pool will be always refilled by the secondary
market royalty fees and sales earned in $GENART from artist drops on the GEN.ART platform.

Strategic partners
Reserved for strategic partners and future (non-artist) contributors to the GEN.ART network. These tokens
will be overseen by the GEN.ART team and used as an incentive for onboarding of key contributors and to
expand the presence and awareness of GEN.ART. Subject to 3-year straight-line vesting. Partners will not
be able to exercise the votes of unvested tokens. The team will hold these tokens in custody until they are
distributed and will not exercise their votes.
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What comes
next?
It’s worth noting that even once we achieve community ownership, we’re still in fairly uncharted territory
in terms of governing GEN.ART. Scaling effective community decision-making will be challenging. We’re
optimistic that the approach outlined here can lead to cooperative decision making at an unprecedented
scale.
Over time the team’s administrative functions will be decentralised.
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Appendix 1.0
$GENART Distribution
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Appendix 1.1
OpenSea (OS) Fee Distribution
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